Instagram Best Practise Guidelines
Time-saving tips to finding influencers on Instagram (e.g. apps, things
to look out for)
To find influencers on Instagram, you can start by typing in a hashtag and looking at the user’s
profiles who have posts that appear in the top 9 results on the page, or look at who of your
followers and those who have engaged with your posts is an influencer in most data analytics
tools (like SproutSocial and Brand24).
Buzzsumo is a great tool for searching for influencers on a particular topic such as ‘beauty’. You
can filter results on the left-hand side for those who have an Instagram profile, where they are
located, whether they are verified, whether they are a blogger and more. This is also achievable
with Klear and NinjaOutreach.

The importance of growing followers on Instagram:
Growing your followers on Instagram is vital for increasing engagement on your posts as part of
the algorithm. It’s one of the few platforms where number of followers does matter, but as
always, it’s better to have a small, engaged audience than a large, disengaged one.

Encourage community by always responding to comments left on your posts, leave genuine
comments on others’ posts, follow accounts of relevant influencers and target customers, and
make it easy for people to follow you by adding social icons or widgets to your website and/or
connecting your Instagram to your other social networks. Occasionally, ask for people to follow
your brand on Instagram. Calls to action are necessary on social media, and it’s no different on
Instagram. Your posts will be found by people who aren’t following you, through the use of
hashtags and geo-tagging, so pop a reminder CTA in your caption to encourage those who
aren’t, to follow you.

Authentic engagement on Instagram - what does that mean? Why is it
important?
One thing that Instagram users dislike are automated comments and messages. There are lots
of tools out there that allow you to: post automated comments, automate the liking of posts,
follow and unfollow users, automate publishing. Instagram is working to close down these tools
as they go against the Platform Policy as “exchange programs” (examples of ones that have
already been closed down are Instagress and MassPlanner). Automated engagement takes
away any personal touches and disengages users from your brand - this is the same as when a
customer response team uses stock responses without modifying slightly for each person.
Instead, opt for authentic engagement. Examples of this include: leaving longer comments that
demonstrate you really have taken the time to look at the image and read the caption,
responding to genuine comments as top priority over ones you’re not sure whether they’re
automated/the ones that clearly are, and making messages personalised by not just adding their
name, but something about them that proves you’ve looked through their profile and/or website.

Authentic Comment Example
Vs

Automated Comment Example

Cool apps and ways to make your content stand-out on Instagram what’s hot & what’s not?

Currently there are not really any trends such as breaking up your post into multiple images that
piece together when looking at your profile. Instagram themes are still popular (such as using a
single filter for all posts or having a particular style such as flat lays), but do need to have some
difference to make it interesting enough to follow. For personal accounts, a mix of styled
images, lifestyle images and quotes works well. VSCO remains a top app for filters and editing.

Instagram also now allows you to upload multiple images (up to 5) as part of one post which
users then swipe through. This requires a call to action in the caption and sometimes a cover
image to ensure users realise there is more than one image to look at as the multiple image
icon doesn’t always stand out against the background of the content. The primary use of this is
to create mini albums which keep people looking at your content for longer, furthermore,
increasing the likelihood the post will be highly ranked in the algorithm.

For the opportunity to get creative, head to Instagram Stories. Used as a combination of more
relatable content such as behind the scenes, and simple but professional-looking editing
(through apps like Flyr which allows you to add transitions to text overlays), this is certainly a
popular choice with users to get to know more about a brand. This can be adopted for live
events, online launches, telling a story that captures attention over the course of ~5 individual
stories in succession and quick 15-second updates. These are becoming increasingly popular
due to the ease of viewing content that has just been posted. Too many stories posted together
can lose interest and lead users to quickly swipe to the next user, so avoid posting more than
~20x 15-second clips/images in a 24-hour period. Whilst there is opportunity to brand your
stories, the likability factor comes from them being more real than Instagram photos that often
have multiple filters and editing done to them before posting.
Side note: verified accounts can add links to their Instagram stories - this feature has not yet
been rolled out to non-verified users. You can however, tag users and add clickable hashtags to
your stories to help them to get seen and shared {see examples below}.

Etiquette around hashtags. What’s the deal? What does Instagram
recommend?
Instagram currently allows you to use up to 30 hashtags per post. However, the platform prefers
quality over quantity when it comes to hashtags. The ‘copy and paste’ method of using the
same hashtags for every post actually is deemed to be breaking the Terms of Use, therefore
tools like Smarthash App (which allows you to store groups of hashtags but makes it easy to
split test) are advisable. Whilst there is no confirmed information regarding the number of
hashtags Instagram recommends, studies have shown that 11+ hashtags per post receive the
most engagement.
It is commonplace that hashtags are placed in the first comment, not the caption. They are
usually preceded by a series of 5 full stops placed vertically before the hashtag group. Doing
this makes the post appear much neater (and less like spam) as users scroll through the feed it leaves the caption to be used for encouraging conversations and calls to action, and the first
comment will be shown as three full stops, hiding the hashtags from the comment section
unless clicked on.

Hashtags are a key element of building a following on Instagram and receiving additional
engagement from those who are not your followers. It is possible to have your post(s) trend for
individual hashtags which can mean great brand exposure. Trending hashtags are displayed as
9 Top Posts when a hashtag is searched for, followed by all other images chronologically. In
order to trend for hashtags, it’s important to go for ones that are not excessively used (in the
millions) - for example #lipstick or #makeuptutorial. When searching for hashtags, the number of
posts using it will be displayed. Hashtags with between 100,000 to 500,000 uses will help you to
receive a good level of engagement whilst not being overused or under-searched.
Branded hashtags are a great way to encourage community and get the word out about your
brand/product. For smaller brands, start with a single hashtag - this can later be broken down
into individual hashtags for campaigns and products as you grow. It is recommended that you

keep this fairly short, ensure it clearly describes what it’s about (to deter wrong usage), make it
easy to get involved, isn’t already being used (especially for inappropriate content!) and that you
create consistency by using it across your social media platforms. Use calls to action,
demonstrate usage both on your own posts and by re-posting user-generated content from the
hashtag and even use it as part of competitions to encourage others to get involved. It’s
important that you choose your hashtags carefully - the wrong one can quickly turn into a
marketing nightmare - imagine thousands of people using what you thought was a fun, innocent
hashtag as a way to share their negative stories about your brand. See: McDonalds
#McDStories, Starbucks #SpreadTheCheer, Susan Boyle’s #susanalbumparty - while this is
less likely to occur on Instagram, a trending hashtag can easily appear on other social networks
and become a huge PR fail.

What is the current state of the algorithm on Instagram?
The current state of the Instagram algorithm is uncertain. The only thing we know for sure is that
it is not chronological. With Instagram rarely disclosing information about how their algorithm
works, there is a lot of speculation on social media marketing industry sites and blogs. The best
way to keep to keep up with Instagram news is by liking the Instagram for Business Facebook
page and watching their webinars.
Things that are likely to be taken into consideration within the algorithm include:
- How much engagement a post receives (demonstrating quality content)
- How quickly a post receives engagement (such as Instagram trending hashtags)
- How long users spend viewing your post (e.g. great detail in your image or caption)
- How frequently a user likes and comments on your posts
- When you posted the image (posts now have a longer half-life on Instagram to allow
users to catch up on anything they’ve missed from the past few days)
- The type of content (i.e. if a user has been engaging with beauty posts, they’ll be shown
more - the same with the types of account they’ve searched for and types of post they’ve
shared)

How’s best to monitor the Instagram conversation?
The best ways to monitor Instagram conversation are directly through the mobile app/desktop or
through using tools such as Sprinklr, SproutSocial, Conversocial, Agorapulse for social listening.
You can also keep on top of Instagram comments and messages in the Inbox on your Facebook
account (you would need to connect your Instagram Business account to your page for this).

Instagram for Business vs. Instagram Personal Accounts:
There are both pros and cons for business and personal Instagram accounts. The main
difference being that personal accounts don’t allow you to advertise, connect your Facebook

Page, display contact information on your profile or access Instagram Insights. However, the
downside to business accounts is that there is evidence to suggest that they receive less
engagement within the algorithm. In terms of posting capabilities, both business and personal
accounts offer the same features.

Best practise on Instagram
Best practise on Instagram comes in the form of knowing why you’re using the channel and how
it supports your business strategy, understanding your target audience, familiarising yourself
with the platform features and policies, and testing out various methods - giving them time to
generate an accurate picture of what is and isn’t working.
To maximise the potential of Instagram: use a combination of stories and posts, occasionally
publish high-quality video posts and multiple images, vary your content whilst maintaining a
theme/filter or something that is unique to your brand, post daily with an interesting caption
including call to action, in the comment below add your allowed hashtags, respond to
comments, like comments on your posts also, engage with other users content, use apps that
are approved by Instagram (and read their blogs as they’re fantastic resources), don’t spam or
automate, schedule content in advance to ensure consistency but don’t auto-publish, use your
insights to inform your content strategy and get creative!

What you’ll be penalised for on Instagram:
On Instagram, you will be penalised (often in the form of a shadowban which means your
content doesn’t show up for hashtags you’ve used) for: using banned hashtags (full list here including the likes of #publicrelations #snapchat #womancrushwednesday #newyears), posting
inappropriate content, engaging in targeted harassment/abuse/unlawful practise and using tools
and apps that go against the terms of use. It is also possible that you can be penalised for being

part of/starting an Instagram “Pod”. Instagram Pods refer to a group of users who share their
latest post within a group message chat on Instagram, as a way to try to “beat” the algorithm by
getting engagement from these selected users. Instagram views this as targeted group forming
for the purpose of marketing, which is again against their Terms of Use.

How often should you post on Instagram?
Due to the half-life of an Instagram post now being longer, the frequency of posting should
decrease. However, a study by Tailwind (March 2017) has found that engagement and followers
actually go up when you post once per day or more as only 5% of accounts are doing this. With
tools like Planoly, Later, Buffer and Hootsuite allowing you to plan out and schedule content in
advance, only needing to publish when you receive a mobile notification, makes this posting
strategy much easier.

It’s also worth testing times you post and looking at tools such as Later and Iconosquare which
shows you when the best time to post is for your account. Posting when your followers are
active will increase the likelihood of your post receiving engagement as part of the algorithm. In
general, the best times to post are off-work hours (primarily in the evenings) and during the
week. A combination of how often to post and when to post will only come from devising a
strategy around your own Instagram analytics.

Notes:
Always add two-factor authentication for additional security as getting in touch with Instagram
for support can be difficult if your account is hacked.

Linktree is a popular app for using in your Instagram bio in place of your website URL as it
allows you to add multiple pages from your website and/or social links. As on Instagram, there is
only one click-able link, this is a way around that but is not an approved partner.

